
2024 Nissan QASHQAI TI e-POWER J12

$56,990 Drive Away

Category: Demo
Kilometres: 45 kms
Colour: Ceramic Grey
Transmission: Reduction Gear
Body: Suv
Drive Type: Front Wheel Drive
Fuel Type: Petrol - Premium ULP
Engine: 1.5 Litres
Reg Plate: S920CZN
Cylinders: 3 cylinders
Stock #: 2101132
VIN: SJNTBAJ12A1415381 

Dealer: Duttons Murray Bridge
Address: 7 Adelaide Road, Murray Bridge, SA 5253
Phone: 08 8531 5500

Dealer Comments

'' Act Now! Elevate Your Drive with the 2024 Nissan QASHQAI J12 MY24 TI e-POWER Wagon Hybrid ''



'' Limited Stock Available - Ready for Immediate Dery!

' Unleash the Future of Driving: Introducing the 2024 Nissan QASHQAI J12 MY24 TI e-POWER Wagon 5dr
Reduction Gear 1sp 1.5T/140.0kW Hybrid, where cutting-edge technology meets classic versatility. This SUV is not
just a vehicle; it's a statement.

'' Efficiency Redefined: the QASHQAI J12 MY24 TI e-POWER Wagon Hybrid is more than just a head-turner—it's
an eco-warrior. Powered by advanced E-Power technology, it seamlessly blends electric and petrol power for an
exhilarating and efficient drive. Say goodbye to compromises; say hello to the future.

'' Stylish from Every Angle: Designed to captivate, the QASHQAI MY24 TI e-POWER Wagon Hybrid boasts a sleek
and dynamic exterior that commands attention on any road. The carefully crafted details and signature V-Motion
grille highlight Nissan's commitment to style and substance.

''' Luxury in Every Detail: Step inside, and you're greeted by a refined interior that seamlessly blends comfort and
sophistication. The ST-L trim indulges you with premium features, ensuring every journey is an experience in itself.
From the panoramic sunroof to the plush seating, sets a new standard in luxury.

'' Versatility Unleashed: Whether it's a weekend adventure or a daily commute, the QASHQAI J12 MY24 TI e-
POWER Wagon adapts to your lifestyle. Ample cargo space, flexible seating arrangements, and smart storage
solutions make this wagon the perfect companion for your on-the-go lifestyle.

'' Safety First: Nissan's dedication to safety shines through in the QASHQAI J12 MY24 TI e-POWER Wagon.
Packed with advanced safety features, including intelligent emergency braking and blind-spot warning, it provides
peace of mind for you and your loved ones.

'' Tech-Savvy and Connected: Stay connected on the road with NissanConnect technology, keeping you in control
of your vehicle and entertainment at your fingertips. The QASHQAI J12 MY24 TI e-POWER Wagon is not just a
mode of transportation; it's an extension of your connected lifestyle.

'' Why Buy With Us'
• We der Australia-wide with contactless dery/pickup options.
• Approval over the phone—skip the dealership visit!
• Pre-approved today with easy weekly repayments and instant approvals.
• Organize extended warranty, servicing, tires, and more.
• Welcome all trade-ins, with thorough accident history inspections.
• 3rd generation, family-owned, 70-year-old trusted local SA business.
• Easy to do business with!

'' Seize the Future Today! Limited Stock Available - Act Now!

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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